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About This Game

Are you ready to discover the undiscovered? Are you ready to climb the tallest mountains, wear the finest clothes, and earn a
fortune beyond compare?

Then welcome to the New World! Welcome to The Trail: Frontier Challenge!
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Join pioneers from across land and sea in an epic journey across an undiscovered country! Walk down the single track path of
destiny at a calm and measured pace! Get out there and make your mark upon the world, adventurer!

And you are not alone in your travels! Every person you meet on The Trail is another player who will trade with you at
campfires located along the way.

Race, collect and compete in a variety of fun challenges

Choose from five professions (Lumberjack, Hunter, Cook, Tailor, and Explorer)

Earn skill points and level up in your chosen profession to become a Master!

Learn to craft increasingly valuable items and amass a fortune

Customise your style with a variety of outfits and clothing items

Fill your backpack on The Trail, but be careful! Those who take too much can end up collapsing and losing precious
items!

Settle down in the town of Eden Falls

Join other players and form your very own community

Make your house a home with a wide variety of furnishings

Get your very own pet dog to accompany you wherever you go
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Upgrade your house to be the envy of all your neighbours

Trade and share with other players to expand your town for the benefit of all

Grow together, work together, and one day, perhaps you might even become mayor!
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Title: The Trail: Frontier Challenge
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
22cans
Publisher:
Kongregate
Release Date: 15 Aug, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/8.1/10 x86/x64

Processor: AMD Athlon 64 X2 4200+ (2*2200) or equivalent

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 8500 GT

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Russian
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really boring... feels like it's trying to be monkey island and doing a bad job. don't waste time downloading it. Honestly, I liked
this story a lot and thought it was well-written and entertaining.

That said, there just isn't enough content here to justify the upvote in my opinion. There was so much that could have been done
with this that wasn't. It had all the makings of a really interesting epic story and in the end it felt like the writer got bored with it
and shipped it incomplete.

Also apparently a couple of achievements are bugged. That's annoying as hell. The amount of programing it took to make this
game and they didn't get one of the few features it has to work? Come on now.. Anyone else want to play as Ghost Pyrrha?. i
liked the old one more. Overall it is a fun strategy game worth enjoying, but whereas Shadowrun and Xcom have better stories,
this game lacks much of a story apart from a couple of funny events. You are primarily moving around, mowing down thugs.
For the price and the style this is a good game, a 7.5\/10.

Whats to like: Price Point, Strategy Turn-based Tactics, Good Graphics, Simple Mechanics, Fun Characters, Fair Level Up
System, Small Download Size.

Whats to dislike: Story (or lack thereof), No Female Heavy Gunner or Tanks, No Roof Tops or Cover System, Cant Select
Starting Point, No Crawling, No Sneaking, Bad Guys Kind of Too Similar.. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing take the tutorial out!
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing gay\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665man stfu and let me play.
Camp\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665voice. Commit neck rope.. Now I can fix my drill by hitting it with a god damn selfie
stick ! 11\/10. Overall - 4\/5 : Basically, closest CS game in VR fun with both strangers and friends but unfortunately has a few
bugs that might just slightly hinder enjoyment a bit. First game I was convinced to buy after seeing some videos of the game.
Don't regret buying and wish more games where like that in terms of content creation.

Editor - 3\/5 : Basically, you can do anything you can in the UE4 editor apart from fog effects that have understandably been
removed because of performance reasons. With saying that I think David messed up the latest project files so you can't even
generate a UGC folder, it keeps saying to basically sync nothing (it uses Steamworks to manage uploading and why it says
you\u2019re playing Pavlov when you are in the editor) no folder means no upload soo yeah he really needs to get that fixed.
Would give it more since you aren\u2019t really restricted like many games.

Performance - 5\/5 : Never really had any issue performance wise apart from a few of the bugs below but that is more to do
with streaming assets in than anything. But also not like I made a config guide to improve it where possible either... >.> i totally
did, shameless plug

On-boarding\/Tutorial - 2\/5 : There is one, a really small one in the range but doesn't go into depth much. Most of the stuff I have
learned is from actually playing. Also still don't know how to set the bomb, those kinds of things could really effect the outcome of
a match

GUI\/HUD - 3\/5 : Could be worse but could be better, like for instance when a player wants to kick someone actually having a
overlay pop up onto actually how to vote.

Some bugs :
Connecting to lobby
- Hanging for like a century and either you "loosing" connection and having to restart Pavlov because like hell it would get out of it
in that time the game doesn\u2019t crash neither, also nice use of too many layers david! not like there is a leave button under the
connecting icon and you can't even click to get out of the loop or anything... Pretty annoying when this happens a few times in a
row.

- Takes like 5 years to open a map - These maps are installed locally and it feels like it takes 5 years to "load" the map, the game
dose kinda crash at this point. But maps shouldn't take this long even for a UE game. smh
Think maybe making it NOT crash might help but still.. You've been called to point and click your way through a mystery down at
the old abandoned hotel and train station. It isn't long though before you're ambushed by G-G-G-GHOSTS?!? Lucky for you, you
have a bottle of vodka, a handful of Clozapine and a helpful buddy with a serious texting habit. Your adventure is celebrated by
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the town by putting on a fireworks display in your honor but can you avoid the spooky skeletons and delerium tremens long enough
to yank the mask off old man Withers?

Excellent ambiance, Don't play alone alone in the dark. Bottle of vodka reccomended for player as well as character.
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Awsome game. I lke games like these.. good game but feals incompleat somehow not worth the cost to buy and plenty of bugs
that will make geting to the spots in game that ur after. it also meantins in game somthing but never gives a explanation as to
what it is... and the east invasion part we dont get to join in in that from west point of view 1 map is big but only has 1 main 1
side quest wast of space 6\/10 grafics 7\/10 story 9\/10 for the idea of barter empire but right now it fails to reach that by geting
a 6\/10. This older game is a more modern take on the classic Asteroids platform. Shoot asteroids, suck up all the resources, use
those resources for research and development against aliens, yes aliens!

It's showing it's age with the limited 2D art styles, but as a quick and easy pick-up-and-play for only US$10, it's quite worth the
price of admission, especially with the sheer availability you will have on Steam.. one of the most beautiful, thought-engaging
visual novels i have ever read

as a forewarning, the story can be slow to some. for me, the world seabed has created for itself is so breathtaking, so magical,
that the slow pace of it all never bothered me.

absolutely lovely novel centered around the relationship between two women, give it a chance if you're interested in girls love or
mysteries. worst game on the planet

- whatever resolution you choose, you have to scroll in all directions all the Time because Screen is not fitting
- multiplayer matchmaking does not function well. sessions get stuck before starting and you have severall sessions open
  which you cant close
- graphics 0\/10

DONT BUY THIS EVEN ON 90% SALE. ITS JUST SPAMMING YOUR DISC !!!. I'm enjoing it so far yeh its got no
covering mecanism, but when you jump ____ -----------------_____ yeh like that you know you can kill everything . I'm not
finnished with it yet playing on 'hardcor' or just normal as hard isnt unlocked yet but i like wall♥♥♥♥♥♥and hate the
followers there useless so yeh i like this at the moment so keep it up.. I don’t know what is not to like with this game. Game is
good. I personally extremely enjoy this game. Great graphics.Lots of customization and strategy in-game. Definitely
recommend.. I love the developer.. Well this game is simple and fun. It's cheap and the game play is decent. The only problem is
the quality of the translation. Most of the time it feels like it's been auto traslated and not even proofread.
All in all, fun game was worth the 99 cents I payed for it.. The game is generic and a repetitive grind from the start. Item
crafting is nonsense. The real issue though is the developer is extremely shady. See that MMO tag? Guess what, this game isn't
an MMO, yet they advertise it as one. The developers originally claimed that if you purchased the game, you would receive the
MMO for free. Now that doesn't seem to be the case anymore, as they clearly state the MMO will not be a free game.

The developer has supposedly started Alpha Testing their MMO, but in order to be considered to test, you have to buy THIS
game first. So, instead of creating a new game\/MMO here on Steam and listing it as Early Access, they've taken signups to their
own personal website and require that you buy this unrelated game first. Seems like total bait to me.

Avoid this game.
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